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NEW QUESTION: 1
An object has an ACL with the r_application_permit field set to
'batch print' and r_permit_type to
'ApplicationPermit.'
How does the server treat this object?
A. The server does not take this value into account.
B. The server denies printing of this document in a batch to
the server's default printer.
C. The server denies printing of this document to the server's
default printer.
D. The server does not generate the default Post Script

rendition of the document.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is true regarding Posturing and Profiling?
A. Posturing and Profiling are role assignments in ClearPass
used internally to map to enforcement policies.
B. Profiling describes categorizing the user based on their
department while Posturing validates the user as authenticated
C. Profiling is the act of identifying the endpoint type while
Posturing is assigning a status as to the health of the
endpoint
D. Both Posturing and Profiling describe the same thing, what
is the health of the client endpoinst?
Answer: D
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Answer: D
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